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Time-optimal implementation of the quantum Fourier transform ?
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Quantum Gates for Coupled Josephson Charge Qubits
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Performance of conventional composite pulses

for broadband (robust) excitation

(excitation efficiency: 98%, max. rf amplitude: 10 kHz, no rf inhomogeneity)
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Optimal Control of Spin Systems
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Strong-Pulse Limit: Hrf >> Hc (2 time scales)

Khaneja, Brockett, Glaser (2001)

Time-Optimal Control of Two-Spin Systems

Cartan Decomposition

Khaneja, Kramer, Glaser (2005)

Characterization of  ALL unitary operators 

Derivation of - time-optimal transfer function (TOP curve) 

that can be created in time T 

- minimum time for maximum transfer 

- pulse sequence 



Maximum transfer e!ciency !!(t) and minimum time tmin for complete transfer

Transfer !!(t) t"1
min

Ix ! Sx sin2(!
2 C(|µ3| + |µ2|)t) C(|µ3| + |µ2|)

I" ! S" sin("Ca) sin("Cb) 2
3C(|µ3| + |µ2| + |µ1|)

Ix ! 2IzSx sin("C|µ3|t) 2C|µ3|

I" ! 2IzS" maxx sin(!
2 C{|µ3| + |µ2|" |µ1| + x}t) cos("Ctx) C(|µ3| + |µ2|" |µ1|)

IxS" ! I"Sx sin(!
2 C(|µ3|+ |µ2|)t) C(|µ3| + |µ2|)

I"S" ! I"S" sin(!
2 C(|µ3|+ |µ2|)t) C(|µ3| + |µ2|)

Note: I! = Ix ! iIy and I! = 1
2

! Iz. For the transfer I! " S!, the optimal values of a and b are

completely characterized by the two conditions a +2b = (|µ3|+ |µ2|+ |µ1|) t and tan(!Ca) = 2 tan(!Cb).

1
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gate. The implementation, pulse sequence C5, proposed here
is still significantly shorter than this. The implementation
times under various strategies are summarized in Table I.

We now show how efficient implementation of trilinear
propagators can also be used for efficient construction of
other quantum gates like a controlled NOT !Toffoli" gate on
spin 3 conditioned on the state of spin 1 and 2 for the linear
spin chain architecture, cf. Table II. The decomposition given
in #21$ is based on four CNOT gates !requiring 0.5J!1 each"
between directly coupled qubits and two CNOT gates between
indirectly coupled qubits. Hence using a SWAP-based imple-
mentation of the CNOT!1,3" gates !pulse sequence C1", each
of which requires 3.5J!1, the total duration of the Toffoli gate
would be 9J!1 !Toffoli gate pulse sequence T1". With the
most efficient implementation of the CNOT!1,3" !gate pulse
sequence C5", each of which requires 1.253J!1, the decom-
position #21$ has a total duration of about 4.5J!1 !gate pulse
sequence T2". The Sleator-Weinfurter construction #20$ of
the Toffoli gate is based on two CNOT operations between
directly coupled qubits, two unitary operations which are lo-
cally equivalent to the evolution of the coupling between
directly coupled qubits, each of duration 0.25J!1 and one
unitary operator which is locally equivalent to %U13

=exp!!i !
4 2I1zI3z". A naive approach for synthesizing %U13 us-

ing SWAP operations has a duration of 3.25J!1, resulting in a
total duration of the Toffili gate of 4.75J!1 !gate pulse se-
quence T3". Based on the optimal synthesis of trilinear
propagators #9$ %U13 can be implemented in 4+%7

4J =1.66J!1

units of time #see Fig. 3!B"$. The main identity used is
%U13=exp!!i !

2 2I2zI3y"exp!!i !
4 4I1zI2zI3z"exp!i !

2 2I2zI3y". This
reduces the overall duration of the Sleator-Weinfurter con-
struction to 3.16J!1 !gate pulse sequence T4".

Here, we present even shorter implementations of the
Toffoli gate, the propagator of which is given by Utof f

=exp&!i!! 1
21! I1z"! 1

21! I2z"! 1
21+ I3x"'. Neglecting terms in

the Hamiltonian corresponding to multiples of the unit op-
erator 1 and to single spin operations !as these take negli-
gible time to synthesize", the effective Hamiltonian for the
Toffoli gate is locally equivalent to Htof f =

!
4 &2I1zI2z+2I2zI3x

+2I1zI3x+4I1zI2zI3x'. The synthesis of !
4 &2I1zI2z+2I2zI3x' is

achieved by evolution under the direct couplings for !4J"!1

units of time. In #9$, we showed that the time optimal syn-
thesis of the trilinear Hamiltonian !

4 4I1zI2zI3x takes
%7
4J units

of time #also see Eq. !16"$. The term exp!!i !
4 2I1zI3x" is lo-

cally equivalent to %U13=exp!!i !
4 2I1zI3z" which can be syn-

thesized in 4+%7
4J =1.66J!1 units of time, as discussed above

#see Fig. 3!B"$. This decomposition results in an overall time
for a Toffoli gate of 5+2%7

4J =2.573J!1 !gate pulse sequence
T5".

FIG. 4. Simulated !left" and experimental !right" 1H spectra
of the amino moiety of 15N acetamide with J12=!87.3 Hz, J23
=!88.8 Hz, and J13=2.9 Hz. Starting from thermal equilibrium, in
all experiments the state "A= I1x was prepared by saturating spins I2
and I3 and applying a 90y

° pulse to spin I1, where "A is the traceless
part of the density operator #18$. !A" Spectrum corresponding to
"A= I1x, !B" spectrum obtained after applying the propagator U13

=exp&!i !
2 2I1zI3z' to "A, !C" resulting spectrum after applying the

propagator %U13=exp&!i !
4 2I1zI3z' to "A, !D" spectrum after apply-

ing the Toffoli gate to "A.

TABLE I. Duration #C of various implementations of the
CNOT!1,3" gate.

Pulse sequence #C !units of J!1" Relative duration !%"

Sequence 1 !C1" 3.5 100
Sequence 2 !C2" 2.5 71.4
Sequence 3 !C3" 2.0 57.1
Sequence 4 !C4" 1.866 53.3
Sequence 5 !C5" 1.253 38.8

TABLE II. Duration #T of various implementations of the Tof-
foli gate.

Pulse sequence #T !units of J!1" Relative duration !%"

Sequence 1 !T1" 9.0 100
Sequence 2 !T2" 4.5 50
Sequence 3 !T3" 4.75 52.8
Sequence 4 !T4" 3.16 35.1
Sequence 5 !T5" 2.57 28.6
Sequence 6 !T6" 2.16 24.0
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Experimental model system





interest are J12=!87.3 Hz!J23=!88.8 Hz!J13=2.9 Hz.
The actual pulse sequences implemented on the spectrometer
and further experimental details are given in the supplemen-
tary material.

The propagators of the constructed pulse sequences were
tested numerically and we also performed a large number of
experimental tests. For example, Fig. 4 shows a series of
simulated and experimental 1H spectra of the amino moiety
of 15N acetamide. In the simulations, the experimentally de-
termined coupling constants and resonance offsets of the
spins were taken into account. The various propagators were
calculated for the actually implemented pulse sequences
"given in the supplementary material# neglecting relaxation
effects. In the simulated spectra, a line broadening of 3.2 Hz
was applied in order to facilitate the comparison with the
experimental spectra. Starting at thermal equilibrium "in the
high-temperature limit#, the state !A= I1x can be conveniently
prepared by saturating spins I2 and I3 "i.e., by creating equal
populations of the states $000%, $001%, $010%, $001% and equal
populations of the states $100%, $101%, $110%, $101%, see Fig. 2#
and applying a 90y

° pulse to spin I1, where !A is the traceless
part of the density operator &18'. The resulting spectrum with
an absorptive in-phase signal of spin I1 is shown in Fig.
4"A#.

Application of the propagator U13=exp(!i "
2 2I1zI3z) to !A

results in the state !B=2I1yI3z. The corresponding spectrum
&18' shows dispersive signal of spin I1 in antiphase with
respect to spin I3, see Fig. 4"B#.

The propagator *U13=exp(!i "
4 2I1zI3z) transforms the pre-

pared state !A into !C= 1
*2 "I1x+2I1yI3z#, resulting in a super-

position of absorptive in-phase and dispersive antiphase sig-
nals of spin I1, see Fig. 4"C#.

The Toffoli gate applied to !A yields

!D =
1
*2

"I1x + 2I1xI2z + 2I1xI3x ! 4I1xI2zI3x# . "20#

Only the first two terms in !D give rise to detectable signals.
The corresponding spectrum is a superposition of an absorp-
tive in-phase signal of spin I1 and an absorptive antiphase
signal of spin I1 with respect to spin I2, resulting in the
spectrum shown in Fig. 4"D#.

The effect of the CNOT"1,3# gate can be conveniently
demonstrated by using a two-dimensional experiment &26'.
Figure 5 shows the resulting two-dimensional spectrum of
the 15N multiplet "corresponding to spin I2# which reflects
the expected transformations of the spin states of I1 and I3
under the CNOT"1,3# operation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown that problems of efficient
synthesis of couplings between indirectly coupled qubits can
be solved by reducing them to problems in geometry. We
have constructed efficient ways of synthesizing quantum
gates on a linear spin chain with Ising couplings including
CNOT and Toffoli operations. We showed significant savings
in time in implementing these quantum gates over state-of-
the-art methods. The mathematical methods presented here
are expected to have applications to broad areas of quantum
information technology. The quantum gate design metric
$dw$2

1!$w$2 defined on a open unit disk in a complex plane
could play an interesting role in the subject of quantum
information.

FIG. 7. "A# Broadband version
of the ideal *U13 sequence shown
in Fig. 3"B#, which is robust
with respect to frequency offsets
of the spins. Positive coupling
constants J12=J23=J#0 "with
J13=0# and hard spin-selective
pulses are assumed. The delay $
is *7/ "16mJ#=0.1654/ "mJ# and
the flip angle % is 3" / "8m# "cor-
responding to 67.5° /m#. "B# Ex-
perimentally implemented pulse
sequence synthesizing *U13 for
the spin system of 15N aceta-
mide with J"1H, 15N#!!88 Hz,
exp(!i"" /2#I1zI3z) for J"1H, 15N#
!!88 Hz with m=2, %=33.75°,
$=*7/ &16m $J"1H, 15N# $ '=939.5
&s, $1=1/ "4$'13#=806.5 &s,
and $2=1/ &2 $J"1H, 15N# $ '=5.68
ms.
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gate. The implementation, pulse sequence C5, proposed here
is still significantly shorter than this. The implementation
times under various strategies are summarized in Table I.

We now show how efficient implementation of trilinear
propagators can also be used for efficient construction of
other quantum gates like a controlled NOT !Toffoli" gate on
spin 3 conditioned on the state of spin 1 and 2 for the linear
spin chain architecture, cf. Table II. The decomposition given
in #21$ is based on four CNOT gates !requiring 0.5J!1 each"
between directly coupled qubits and two CNOT gates between
indirectly coupled qubits. Hence using a SWAP-based imple-
mentation of the CNOT!1,3" gates !pulse sequence C1", each
of which requires 3.5J!1, the total duration of the Toffoli gate
would be 9J!1 !Toffoli gate pulse sequence T1". With the
most efficient implementation of the CNOT!1,3" !gate pulse
sequence C5", each of which requires 1.253J!1, the decom-
position #21$ has a total duration of about 4.5J!1 !gate pulse
sequence T2". The Sleator-Weinfurter construction #20$ of
the Toffoli gate is based on two CNOT operations between
directly coupled qubits, two unitary operations which are lo-
cally equivalent to the evolution of the coupling between
directly coupled qubits, each of duration 0.25J!1 and one
unitary operator which is locally equivalent to %U13

=exp!!i !
4 2I1zI3z". A naive approach for synthesizing %U13 us-

ing SWAP operations has a duration of 3.25J!1, resulting in a
total duration of the Toffili gate of 4.75J!1 !gate pulse se-
quence T3". Based on the optimal synthesis of trilinear
propagators #9$ %U13 can be implemented in 4+%7

4J =1.66J!1

units of time #see Fig. 3!B"$. The main identity used is
%U13=exp!!i !

2 2I2zI3y"exp!!i !
4 4I1zI2zI3z"exp!i !

2 2I2zI3y". This
reduces the overall duration of the Sleator-Weinfurter con-
struction to 3.16J!1 !gate pulse sequence T4".

Here, we present even shorter implementations of the
Toffoli gate, the propagator of which is given by Utof f

=exp&!i!! 1
21! I1z"! 1

21! I2z"! 1
21+ I3x"'. Neglecting terms in

the Hamiltonian corresponding to multiples of the unit op-
erator 1 and to single spin operations !as these take negli-
gible time to synthesize", the effective Hamiltonian for the
Toffoli gate is locally equivalent to Htof f =

!
4 &2I1zI2z+2I2zI3x

+2I1zI3x+4I1zI2zI3x'. The synthesis of !
4 &2I1zI2z+2I2zI3x' is

achieved by evolution under the direct couplings for !4J"!1

units of time. In #9$, we showed that the time optimal syn-
thesis of the trilinear Hamiltonian !

4 4I1zI2zI3x takes
%7
4J units

of time #also see Eq. !16"$. The term exp!!i !
4 2I1zI3x" is lo-

cally equivalent to %U13=exp!!i !
4 2I1zI3z" which can be syn-

thesized in 4+%7
4J =1.66J!1 units of time, as discussed above

#see Fig. 3!B"$. This decomposition results in an overall time
for a Toffoli gate of 5+2%7

4J =2.573J!1 !gate pulse sequence
T5".

FIG. 4. Simulated !left" and experimental !right" 1H spectra
of the amino moiety of 15N acetamide with J12=!87.3 Hz, J23
=!88.8 Hz, and J13=2.9 Hz. Starting from thermal equilibrium, in
all experiments the state "A= I1x was prepared by saturating spins I2
and I3 and applying a 90y

° pulse to spin I1, where "A is the traceless
part of the density operator #18$. !A" Spectrum corresponding to
"A= I1x, !B" spectrum obtained after applying the propagator U13

=exp&!i !
2 2I1zI3z' to "A, !C" resulting spectrum after applying the

propagator %U13=exp&!i !
4 2I1zI3z' to "A, !D" spectrum after apply-

ing the Toffoli gate to "A.

TABLE I. Duration #C of various implementations of the
CNOT!1,3" gate.

Pulse sequence #C !units of J!1" Relative duration !%"

Sequence 1 !C1" 3.5 100
Sequence 2 !C2" 2.5 71.4
Sequence 3 !C3" 2.0 57.1
Sequence 4 !C4" 1.866 53.3
Sequence 5 !C5" 1.253 38.8

TABLE II. Duration #T of various implementations of the Tof-
foli gate.

Pulse sequence #T !units of J!1" Relative duration !%"

Sequence 1 !T1" 9.0 100
Sequence 2 !T2" 4.5 50
Sequence 3 !T3" 4.75 52.8
Sequence 4 !T4" 3.16 35.1
Sequence 5 !T5" 2.57 28.6
Sequence 6 !T6" 2.16 24.0
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gate. The implementation, pulse sequence C5, proposed here
is still significantly shorter than this. The implementation
times under various strategies are summarized in Table I.

We now show how efficient implementation of trilinear
propagators can also be used for efficient construction of
other quantum gates like a controlled NOT !Toffoli" gate on
spin 3 conditioned on the state of spin 1 and 2 for the linear
spin chain architecture, cf. Table II. The decomposition given
in #21$ is based on four CNOT gates !requiring 0.5J!1 each"
between directly coupled qubits and two CNOT gates between
indirectly coupled qubits. Hence using a SWAP-based imple-
mentation of the CNOT!1,3" gates !pulse sequence C1", each
of which requires 3.5J!1, the total duration of the Toffoli gate
would be 9J!1 !Toffoli gate pulse sequence T1". With the
most efficient implementation of the CNOT!1,3" !gate pulse
sequence C5", each of which requires 1.253J!1, the decom-
position #21$ has a total duration of about 4.5J!1 !gate pulse
sequence T2". The Sleator-Weinfurter construction #20$ of
the Toffoli gate is based on two CNOT operations between
directly coupled qubits, two unitary operations which are lo-
cally equivalent to the evolution of the coupling between
directly coupled qubits, each of duration 0.25J!1 and one
unitary operator which is locally equivalent to %U13

=exp!!i !
4 2I1zI3z". A naive approach for synthesizing %U13 us-

ing SWAP operations has a duration of 3.25J!1, resulting in a
total duration of the Toffili gate of 4.75J!1 !gate pulse se-
quence T3". Based on the optimal synthesis of trilinear
propagators #9$ %U13 can be implemented in 4+%7

4J =1.66J!1

units of time #see Fig. 3!B"$. The main identity used is
%U13=exp!!i !

2 2I2zI3y"exp!!i !
4 4I1zI2zI3z"exp!i !

2 2I2zI3y". This
reduces the overall duration of the Sleator-Weinfurter con-
struction to 3.16J!1 !gate pulse sequence T4".

Here, we present even shorter implementations of the
Toffoli gate, the propagator of which is given by Utof f

=exp&!i!! 1
21! I1z"! 1

21! I2z"! 1
21+ I3x"'. Neglecting terms in

the Hamiltonian corresponding to multiples of the unit op-
erator 1 and to single spin operations !as these take negli-
gible time to synthesize", the effective Hamiltonian for the
Toffoli gate is locally equivalent to Htof f =

!
4 &2I1zI2z+2I2zI3x

+2I1zI3x+4I1zI2zI3x'. The synthesis of !
4 &2I1zI2z+2I2zI3x' is

achieved by evolution under the direct couplings for !4J"!1

units of time. In #9$, we showed that the time optimal syn-
thesis of the trilinear Hamiltonian !

4 4I1zI2zI3x takes
%7
4J units

of time #also see Eq. !16"$. The term exp!!i !
4 2I1zI3x" is lo-

cally equivalent to %U13=exp!!i !
4 2I1zI3z" which can be syn-

thesized in 4+%7
4J =1.66J!1 units of time, as discussed above

#see Fig. 3!B"$. This decomposition results in an overall time
for a Toffoli gate of 5+2%7

4J =2.573J!1 !gate pulse sequence
T5".

FIG. 4. Simulated !left" and experimental !right" 1H spectra
of the amino moiety of 15N acetamide with J12=!87.3 Hz, J23
=!88.8 Hz, and J13=2.9 Hz. Starting from thermal equilibrium, in
all experiments the state "A= I1x was prepared by saturating spins I2
and I3 and applying a 90y

° pulse to spin I1, where "A is the traceless
part of the density operator #18$. !A" Spectrum corresponding to
"A= I1x, !B" spectrum obtained after applying the propagator U13

=exp&!i !
2 2I1zI3z' to "A, !C" resulting spectrum after applying the

propagator %U13=exp&!i !
4 2I1zI3z' to "A, !D" spectrum after apply-

ing the Toffoli gate to "A.

TABLE I. Duration #C of various implementations of the
CNOT!1,3" gate.

Pulse sequence #C !units of J!1" Relative duration !%"

Sequence 1 !C1" 3.5 100
Sequence 2 !C2" 2.5 71.4
Sequence 3 !C3" 2.0 57.1
Sequence 4 !C4" 1.866 53.3
Sequence 5 !C5" 1.253 38.8

TABLE II. Duration #T of various implementations of the Tof-
foli gate.

Pulse sequence #T !units of J!1" Relative duration !%"

Sequence 1 !T1" 9.0 100
Sequence 2 !T2" 4.5 50
Sequence 3 !T3" 4.75 52.8
Sequence 4 !T4" 3.16 35.1
Sequence 5 !T5" 2.57 28.6
Sequence 6 !T6" 2.16 24.0
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U13
s = exp!! i

!

2
"I1z + I3z + 2I1zI3z#$ , "4#

which is locally equivalent to the CNOT"1,3# operator but
symmetric in qubits 1 and 3.

For synthesizing U13
s , we seek to engineer a time varying

Hamiltonian that transforms the various quantum states in
the same way as U13

s does. The unitary transformation U13
s

transforms the operators I1" and I3" "with the indices "
! %x ,y&# to !2I1"I3z and !2I1zI3", respectively. Since U13

s

treats the operators I1x,1y and I3x,3y symmetrically, we seek to
construct the propagator U13

s by a time varying Hamiltonian
that only involves the evolution of Hamiltonian Hc and
single qubit operations on the second spin. The advantage of
restricting to only these two control actions is that it is then
sufficient to engineer a pulse sequence for steering just the
initial state I1x to its target operator !2I1xI3z. Other operators
in the space %I1" , I3# ,2I1"I3#& are then constrained to evolve
to their respective targets "as determined by the action of
U13

s #. Our approach can be broken down into the following
steps:

"I# In a first step, the problem of efficient transfer of I1x to
!2I1xI3z in the 63-dimensional operator space of three qubits
is reduced to a problem in the six-dimensional operator space
S, spanned by the set of operators I1x, 2I1yI2z, 2I1yI2x,
4I1yI2yI3z, 4I1yI2zI3z, and 2I1xI3z. "The numerical factors of 2
and 4 simplify the commutation relations among the opera-
tors.# The subspace S is the lowest dimensional subspace in
which the initial state I1x and the target state !2I1xI3z are
coupled by Hc and the single qubit operations on the second
spin.

"II# In a second step, the six-dimensional problem is de-
composed into two independent "but equivalent# four-
dimensional time optimal control problems.

"III# Finally, it is shown that the solution of these time
optimal control problems reduces to computing shortest
paths on a sphere under the modified metric g.

In step "I#, any operator in the six-dimensional subspace S
of the 63-dimensional operator space is represented by the
coordinates x= "x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4 ,x5 ,x6#, where the coordinates
are given by the following six expectation values: x1= 'I1x(,
x2= '2I1yI2z(, x3= '2I1yI2x(, x4= '4I1yI2yI3z(, x5= '4I1yI2zI3z(,
and x6=!'2I1xI3z(. In the presence of the coupling Hc, a
rotation of the second qubit around the y axes )affected by a
rf Hamiltonian HA=uA"t#!JI2y* couples the first four com-
ponents xA= "x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4#t of the vector x. In the presence of
Hc, a rotation around the x axes )affected by a rf Hamil-
tonian HB=uB"t#!JI2x* mixes the last four components xB
= "x3 ,x4 ,x5 ,x6#t of the vector x. Under x or y pulses applied
to the second qubit in the presence of Hc, the equations of
motion for the column vectors xA and xB have the same form:

dxA,B

dt
= !J+0 ! 1 0 0

1 0 ! uA,B 0

0 uA,B 0 ! 1

0 0 1 0
,xA,B. "5#

Since evolution of xA and xB is equivalent, it motivates the
following sequence of transformations that treats the two

systems symmetrically and steers I1x )corresponding to xA
= "1,0 ,0 ,0#t* to !2I1xI3z )corresponding to xB= "0,0 ,0 ,1#t*:
"i# transformation from "1,0 ,0 ,0# to "0,x2! ,x3! , 1

-2
# in sub-

system A with -x2!
2+x3!

2= 1
-2 ; "ii# transformation from

"0,x2! ,x3! , 1
-2

# to "0,0 , 1
-2 , 1

-2
# in subsystem A )corresponding to

FIG. 3. Efficient pulse sequences based on sub-Riemannian geo-
desics for the implementation of U13=exp%!i !

2 2I1zI3z& "A#, -U13

=exp%!i !
4 2I1zI3z& "B#, simulating coupling evolution by angles !

2
"A# and !

4 "B# between indirectly coupled qubits, and of a Toffoli
gate "C#. Qubits I1, I2, and I3 are assumed to be on-resonance in
their respective rotating frames. Narrow and wide vertical bars cor-
respond to hard pulses with flip angles ! /2 and !, respectively, if
no other flip angle is indicated. Rotations around the z axis are
represented by dashed bars. The unitary operator U13, which is lo-
cally equivalent to the CNOT"1,3# gate, is synthesized by sequence
"A# in a total time TC

* =2$=1.253J!1. The amplitude of the weak
pulses "represented by gray boxes# with a duration of $=0.627J!1 is
%a=uJ /2=0.52J. The hard-pulse flip angles &=31.4° and "=180°
!&=148.6°. Sequence "B# of total duration "4+-7# /4J!1=1.66J!1

synthesizes the propagator -U13. The amplitude of the weak pulse
"gray box# with a duration of -7/4J!1=0.661J!1 is %w=3J /-7
=1.134J. Pulse sequence "C# realizes the Toffoli gate in a total time
"6+-7# /4J!1=2.16J!1. The sequence is based on the sequence for
-U13 and a weak pulse with the same amplitude and duration as in
sequence "B#.
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interest are J12=!87.3 Hz!J23=!88.8 Hz!J13=2.9 Hz.
The actual pulse sequences implemented on the spectrometer
and further experimental details are given in the supplemen-
tary material.

The propagators of the constructed pulse sequences were
tested numerically and we also performed a large number of
experimental tests. For example, Fig. 4 shows a series of
simulated and experimental 1H spectra of the amino moiety
of 15N acetamide. In the simulations, the experimentally de-
termined coupling constants and resonance offsets of the
spins were taken into account. The various propagators were
calculated for the actually implemented pulse sequences
"given in the supplementary material# neglecting relaxation
effects. In the simulated spectra, a line broadening of 3.2 Hz
was applied in order to facilitate the comparison with the
experimental spectra. Starting at thermal equilibrium "in the
high-temperature limit#, the state !A= I1x can be conveniently
prepared by saturating spins I2 and I3 "i.e., by creating equal
populations of the states $000%, $001%, $010%, $001% and equal
populations of the states $100%, $101%, $110%, $101%, see Fig. 2#
and applying a 90y

° pulse to spin I1, where !A is the traceless
part of the density operator &18'. The resulting spectrum with
an absorptive in-phase signal of spin I1 is shown in Fig.
4"A#.

Application of the propagator U13=exp(!i "
2 2I1zI3z) to !A

results in the state !B=2I1yI3z. The corresponding spectrum
&18' shows dispersive signal of spin I1 in antiphase with
respect to spin I3, see Fig. 4"B#.

The propagator *U13=exp(!i "
4 2I1zI3z) transforms the pre-

pared state !A into !C= 1
*2 "I1x+2I1yI3z#, resulting in a super-

position of absorptive in-phase and dispersive antiphase sig-
nals of spin I1, see Fig. 4"C#.

The Toffoli gate applied to !A yields

!D =
1
*2

"I1x + 2I1xI2z + 2I1xI3x ! 4I1xI2zI3x# . "20#

Only the first two terms in !D give rise to detectable signals.
The corresponding spectrum is a superposition of an absorp-
tive in-phase signal of spin I1 and an absorptive antiphase
signal of spin I1 with respect to spin I2, resulting in the
spectrum shown in Fig. 4"D#.

The effect of the CNOT"1,3# gate can be conveniently
demonstrated by using a two-dimensional experiment &26'.
Figure 5 shows the resulting two-dimensional spectrum of
the 15N multiplet "corresponding to spin I2# which reflects
the expected transformations of the spin states of I1 and I3
under the CNOT"1,3# operation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown that problems of efficient
synthesis of couplings between indirectly coupled qubits can
be solved by reducing them to problems in geometry. We
have constructed efficient ways of synthesizing quantum
gates on a linear spin chain with Ising couplings including
CNOT and Toffoli operations. We showed significant savings
in time in implementing these quantum gates over state-of-
the-art methods. The mathematical methods presented here
are expected to have applications to broad areas of quantum
information technology. The quantum gate design metric
$dw$2

1!$w$2 defined on a open unit disk in a complex plane
could play an interesting role in the subject of quantum
information.

FIG. 7. "A# Broadband version
of the ideal *U13 sequence shown
in Fig. 3"B#, which is robust
with respect to frequency offsets
of the spins. Positive coupling
constants J12=J23=J#0 "with
J13=0# and hard spin-selective
pulses are assumed. The delay $
is *7/ "16mJ#=0.1654/ "mJ# and
the flip angle % is 3" / "8m# "cor-
responding to 67.5° /m#. "B# Ex-
perimentally implemented pulse
sequence synthesizing *U13 for
the spin system of 15N aceta-
mide with J"1H, 15N#!!88 Hz,
exp(!i"" /2#I1zI3z) for J"1H, 15N#
!!88 Hz with m=2, %=33.75°,
$=*7/ &16m $J"1H, 15N# $ '=939.5
&s, $1=1/ "4$'13#=806.5 &s,
and $2=1/ &2 $J"1H, 15N# $ '=5.68
ms.
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four physical qubits encode two logical qubits in a 
decoherence-poor subspace

time-opt. control, no decoherence

relax.-opt. control in presence of 
decoherence

time-opt. control in presence of 
decoherence

relaxation-opt. CNOT



Quantum Gates for Coupled Josephson Charge Qubits

Yamamoto et al., Nature 425, 2003

250 ps pulse duration for "CNOT":

Makhlin et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 73, 2001

Pioneering "CNOT" by Yamamoto,

Pashkin, Astaviev, Nakamura, Tsai



Pseudo-Spin Hamiltonian for Coupled Josephson Qubits

Spörl, Schulte-Herbrüggen, Glaser, Bergholm, Storcz, Ferber, Wilhelm, quant-ph/0504202      

H      = a  I   + a  I
drift 1 1z 2 2z

+ b  I   + b  I1 1x 2 2x
+ c I    I

1z 2z

 H control
= u  (d  I   + c I   )1 1 2z1z

+ u  (d  I   + c I   )2 2 1z2z

Makhlin, Schön, Shnirman, Rev. Mod. Phys. 73 (2001)      

a  = ! E        ! E       /2
k

qubit coup

k

u kgate charges      controlled via external voltages

c  =    E        
coup

b  = ! E        
k

tunnel

k

d  = 2 E        
k

qubit

k



Time-Optimal cNOT for Coupled Charge Qubits

five times faster: duration T=55 ps (correct relative phases)    

pulse realisable with standard network theory (8 LCR and 2 low-pass filters)

Spörl, Schulte-Herbrüggen, Glaser, Bergholm, Storcz, Ferber, Wilhelm, quant-ph/0504202      

cNOT with trace fidelity > 1-10   
-9
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Fig. 5. Results of pulse sequence designed to produce uniform !
2 rotation

about y axis over the range 0.75 ! s ! 1. The sequence was applied to
the initial state M(0) = [0 0 1]T , and the plot shows the final state as a
function of s after propagating the Bloch equations.

An analogous procedure may be used to generate an s
dependent rotation around the x axis of the Bloch sphere.
Replacing (28) and (29) with

U1k = exp(!ks!z) exp(
1
2
!k!x) exp(ks!z) (36)

U2k = exp(ks!z) exp(
1
2
!k!x) exp(!ks!z) (37)

and following a similar procedure, we can approximately
produce the total propagator

U = exp(
!

k

!k cos(ks)!x) (38)

Choosing k as the nonnegative integers, and choosing the
!k appropriately results in a net rotation around the x axis
of the Bloch sphere with the desired dependence on the
parameter s. Since any rotation can be decomposed in terms
of Euler angles, we may use the methods just discussed to
approximately produce any position s dependent rotation on
the Bloch sphere.

A. Design Example
As an example design using the procedure just discussed,

consider a slice selective pulse sequence, where we wish to
excite a certain range of s values while leaving systems with
s values falling outside of that range unaffected at the end
of the sequence.

"(s) =
"

!
2 , 0.75 " s " 1
0, otherwise (39)

The range of s values we consider is 0.5 " s " 1.5. Figure
5 shows the results of a pulse sequence designed using the
procedure described in the text while keeping 20 terms in
the series. The ripples appearing in Figure 5 result from
the ripples in the approximation of the sharp slice selective
profile using a Fourier Series. One method used to overcome

this in practice is to allow for a ramp between the 0 and !
2

level on the slice.

IV. CONTROL LAWS INVOLVING POSITION AND RF
INHOMOGENEITY

We now come back to the problem of considering the
full version of the Bloch equations (1) including the two
dispersion parameters s and #. Rewriting (1) in terms of the
generators of rotation we have

d

dt

#

$
Mx

My

Mz

%

& = (G(t)s!z + #u(t)!y + #v(t)!x)

#

$
Mx

My

Mz

%

&

(40)
where the state vector is now a function of both parameters
s and #. The control task is to choose u(t) # $, v(t) # $,
and G(t) # $ to effect a desired rotation "(s, #). Proceed-
ing along the lines of the previous two sections, consider
generating the propagators

U1k = exp(k1s!z) exp(
1
4
#!k!y) exp(!k1s!z)

= exp(
1
4
#!k(cos(k1s)!y ! sin(k1s)!x)) (41)

and

U2k = exp(!k1s!z) exp(
1
4
#!k!y) exp(k1s!z)

= exp(
1
4
#!k(cos(k1s)!y + sin(k1s)!x)) (42)

Within a first order approximation for the exponentials, we
have the approximate total propagator

U1kU2k % exp(
1
2
#!k cos(k1s)!y) (43)

Building on this, we can produce the propagator

U3k = exp(k2#!x)U1kU2k exp(!k2#!x)

% exp(k2#!x) exp(
1
2
#!k cos(k1s)!y) exp(!k2#!x)

= exp(
1
2
#!k cos(k1s)(cos(k2#)!y ! sin(k2#)!z))

Similarly, we can produce

U4k = exp(!k2#!x)U1kU2k exp(k2#!x)

% exp(!k2#!x) exp(
1
2
#!k cos(k1s)!y) exp(k2#!x)

= exp(
1
2
#!k cos(k1s)(cos(k2#)!y + sin(k2#)!z))

so that we can approximately produce the total propagator

Uk = U3kU4k

% exp(#!k cos(k1s) cos(k2#)!y) (44)

within the approximation for the exponentials. We can use
the method previously discussed in the case when !k is
too large for the approximation to be valid. Producing the
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of Euler angles, we may use the methods just discussed to
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where the state vector is now a function of both parameters
s and #. The control task is to choose u(t) # $, v(t) # $,
and G(t) # $ to effect a desired rotation "(s, #). Proceed-
ing along the lines of the previous two sections, consider
generating the propagators
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have the approximate total propagator
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An analogous procedure may be used to generate an s
dependent rotation around the x axis of the Bloch sphere.
Replacing (28) and (29) with

U1k = exp(!ks!z) exp(
1
2
!k!x) exp(ks!z) (36)

U2k = exp(ks!z) exp(
1
2
!k!x) exp(!ks!z) (37)

and following a similar procedure, we can approximately
produce the total propagator

U = exp(
!

k

!k cos(ks)!x) (38)

Choosing k as the nonnegative integers, and choosing the
!k appropriately results in a net rotation around the x axis
of the Bloch sphere with the desired dependence on the
parameter s. Since any rotation can be decomposed in terms
of Euler angles, we may use the methods just discussed to
approximately produce any position s dependent rotation on
the Bloch sphere.

A. Design Example
As an example design using the procedure just discussed,

consider a slice selective pulse sequence, where we wish to
excite a certain range of s values while leaving systems with
s values falling outside of that range unaffected at the end
of the sequence.

"(s) =
"

!
2 , 0.75 " s " 1
0, otherwise (39)

The range of s values we consider is 0.5 " s " 1.5. Figure
5 shows the results of a pulse sequence designed using the
procedure described in the text while keeping 20 terms in
the series. The ripples appearing in Figure 5 result from
the ripples in the approximation of the sharp slice selective
profile using a Fourier Series. One method used to overcome

this in practice is to allow for a ramp between the 0 and !
2

level on the slice.

IV. CONTROL LAWS INVOLVING POSITION AND RF
INHOMOGENEITY

We now come back to the problem of considering the
full version of the Bloch equations (1) including the two
dispersion parameters s and #. Rewriting (1) in terms of the
generators of rotation we have

d

dt
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Mz
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& = (G(t)s!z + #u(t)!y + #v(t)!x)

#

$
Mx

My

Mz

%

&

(40)
where the state vector is now a function of both parameters
s and #. The control task is to choose u(t) # $, v(t) # $,
and G(t) # $ to effect a desired rotation "(s, #). Proceed-
ing along the lines of the previous two sections, consider
generating the propagators

U1k = exp(k1s!z) exp(
1
4
#!k!y) exp(!k1s!z)

= exp(
1
4
#!k(cos(k1s)!y ! sin(k1s)!x)) (41)

and

U2k = exp(!k1s!z) exp(
1
4
#!k!y) exp(k1s!z)

= exp(
1
4
#!k(cos(k1s)!y + sin(k1s)!x)) (42)

Within a first order approximation for the exponentials, we
have the approximate total propagator

U1kU2k % exp(
1
2
#!k cos(k1s)!y) (43)

Building on this, we can produce the propagator

U3k = exp(k2#!x)U1kU2k exp(!k2#!x)

% exp(k2#!x) exp(
1
2
#!k cos(k1s)!y) exp(!k2#!x)

= exp(
1
2
#!k cos(k1s)(cos(k2#)!y ! sin(k2#)!z))

Similarly, we can produce

U4k = exp(!k2#!x)U1kU2k exp(k2#!x)

% exp(!k2#!x) exp(
1
2
#!k cos(k1s)!y) exp(k2#!x)

= exp(
1
2
#!k cos(k1s)(cos(k2#)!y + sin(k2#)!z))

so that we can approximately produce the total propagator

Uk = U3kU4k

% exp(#!k cos(k1s) cos(k2#)!y) (44)

within the approximation for the exponentials. We can use
the method previously discussed in the case when !k is
too large for the approximation to be valid. Producing the
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Abstract— Finding control laws (pulse sequences) that can
compensate for dispersions in parameters which govern the
evolution of a quantum system is an important problem in
the fields of coherent spectroscopy, imaging, and quantum
information processing. The use of composite pulse techniques
for such tasks has a long and widely known history. In this
paper, we give several new control law design methods for
compensating dispersions in quantum system dynamics. We
focus on system models arising in NMR spectroscopy and NMR
imaging applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many applications in the control of quantum systems
involve controlling a large ensemble using the same control
signal [1], [2]. In many practical cases, the elements of the
ensemble show dispersions or variations in the parameters
which govern the dynamics of each individual system. For
example, in magnetic resonance experiments, the spins in
an ensemble may have large dispersions in their resonance
frequencies (Larmor dispersion) or in the strength of the
applied radio frequency fields (rf inhomogeneity) seen by
each member of the ensemble. Another example is in the
field of NMR imaging, where a dispersion is intentionally
introduced in the form of a linear gradient [2], and then
exploited to successfully image the material under study.

A canonical problem in the control of quantum ensembles
is the design of rf fields (control laws) which can simulta-
neously steer a continuum of systems, characterized by the
variation in the internal parameters governing the systems,
from a given initial distribution to a desired final distribution.
Such control laws are called compensating pulse sequences
in the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) literature. From
the standpoint of mathematical control theory, the challenge
is to simultaneously steer a continuum of systems between
points of interest using the same control signal. Typical
designs include excitation and inversion pulses in NMR
spectroscopy and slice selective pulses in NMR imaging [2],
[5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. In many
cases, one desires to find a control law that prepares the final
state as some desired function of the parameters. A premier
example is the design of slice selective pulse sequences in
magnetic resonance imaging applications, where spins are
excited or inverted depending upon their physical position
in the sample under study [2], [3], [15], [16], [17], [18]. In
fact, the design of such pulses is a fundamental requisite
for almost all magnetic resonance imaging techniques. The
focus of this paper is to introduce new control law design
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methods for systems showing dispersions in the parameters
governing their dynamics.

In this paper, we focus on systems arising in the context
of NMR spectroscopy and NMR imaging. An important
problem is the design of control laws for the system

d

dt
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#

$ =

!

"
0 !G(t)s !u(t)

G(t)s 0 !!v(t)
!!u(t) !v(t) 0

#

$
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Mx

My

Mz

#

$

(1)
where M(s, !) = [Mx My Mz]T is the state vector,
u(t) " #, v(t) " #, and G(t) " # are controls and the
parameters s " [L1, L2] and ! " [1 ! ", 1 + "], " > 0 are
dispersion parameters. The equations (1) are known as the
Bloch equations in the literature. Without loss of generality,
we will always normalize the initial state of the system (1)
to have unit norm, so that the system evolves on the unit
sphere in three dimensions (Bloch sphere). A useful way to
think about the Bloch equations (1), is by imagining a two
dimensional mesh of systems, each with a particular value of
the pair (s, !). We are permitted to apply a single set of open
loop controls (u(t), v(t), G(t)) to the entire mesh of systems,
and the controls should prepare the final state of each system
as a desired function of the parameters (s, !) which govern
the system dynamics. From a physics perspective, the system
(1) corresponds to an ensemble of noninteracting spin- 1

2 in a
static magnetic field B0 along the z axis and a transverse rf
field (A(t) cos(#(t)), A(t) sin(#(t))) in the x-y plane. The
state vector [Mx My Mz]T represents the coordinate of the
unit vector in the direction of the net magnetization vector
for the ensemble [4]. The controls u(t) and v(t) correspond
to available rf fields we may apply to the ensemble of spins.
The dispersion in the magnitude of the rf field applied to
the sample is modeled by including a dispersion parameter
! such that A(t) = !A0(t) with ! " [1 ! ", 1 + "], " > 0.
Similarly, we consider a linear gradient G(t)s, where G(t)
may be thought of as a control, and s represents the spatial
position of the spin system in the sample of interest. In the
context of this paper, s may be thought of as a dispersion
parameter. The design of control laws for (1) is known in
the NMR literature as the design of pulse sequences [2], and
many well-known techniques exist. In this paper we give
new design methods which may be used to design pulse
sequences for (1) which prepare the final state of the system
as a function of the parameters s and !. A typical example
is to selectively perform a !

2 rotation over some range of
s values while returning the systems with s values falling
outside of this range back to their initial state. Additionally,
we want the sequence to remove the dependence on the

parameter ! from the final state of the system. That is, we
want the control law (u(t), v(t), G(t)) to perform robustly
against the effects of the dispersion parameter !.

II. DESIGN METHOD FOR RF INHOMOGENEITY

Considering only the Bloch equations with rf inhomogene-
ity and no linear gradient (G(t) = 0), we can rewrite (1) in
terms of the generators of rotation in three dimensions as

d

dt
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where
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"
0 0 0
0 0 !1
0 1 0
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0 0 1
0 0 0
!1 0 0

#

$

!z =

!

"
0 !1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

#

$ (3)

We will come back to the full version of the Bloch equations
(1) with both a linear gradient and rf inhomogeneity later in
the paper. The problem is to design u(t) " # and v(t) " #
to effect some desired evolution. We now show how to
construct controls to give a rotation of angle "(!) around
the x axis or the y axis of the Bloch sphere. From these
constructions, an arbitrary rotation on the Bloch sphere can
be constructed using an Euler angle decomposition. A special
case of particular interest is the design of controls to execute
a uniform rotation on the Bloch sphere, preparing the final
state independent of the value of the parameter ! which
governs the system dynamics.

A. Rotation About y axis
In a small time interval dt, we can use the controls to

generate rotations exp(!u0dt!y) and exp(!v0dt!x) where
u0 and v0 are constants to be specified. Using this idea,
consider generating the rotation

Uk = U1kU2k (4)

with

U1k = exp(!k!!x) exp(
1
2
!#k!y) exp(k!!x) (5)

U2k = exp(k!!x) exp(
1
2
!#k!y) exp(!k!!x) (6)

using the controls u and v. Using the relation

exp($!x) exp(#!y) exp(!$!x) =
exp(#(cos($)!y + sin($)!z)) (7)

the matrices U1k and U2k may be rewritten as

U1k = exp(
1
2
!#k(!y cos(k!)! !z sin(k!))) (8)

U2k = exp(
1
2
!#k(!y cos(k!) + !z sin(k!))) (9)

For small !#k, we can make the approximation

U1kU2k $ exp(!#k cos(k!)!y) (10)

In (10), we have expanded the exponentials in U1k and U2k

to first order, performed the multiplication called for in (4),
and then rewritten the product as (10) keeping terms to first
order. In the case when !#k is too large for (10) to represent
a good approximation, we should choose a threshold value
#0 such that (10) represents a good approximation and so
that

#k = n#0 (11)

with n an integer. If we apply the propagator

U1kU2k $ [exp(!#0 cos(k!)!y)]n (12)

we get the desired evolution. If we then think about making
the incremental rotation Uk for many different values of k,
we will get a net rotation

U =
%

k

exp(!#k cos(k!)!y) (13)

so long as we keep !#k sufficiently small to justify the
approximation (10). The total propagator U for the Bloch
equations can then be rewritten as

U = exp(!
&

k

#k cos(k!)!y) (14)

If we now choose the coefficients #k so that
&

k

#k cos(k!) $ "(!)
!

(15)

then we will have constructed a pulse sequence to approxi-
mate a desired ! dependent rotation around the y axis. Since
! is bounded away from the origin, "(!)/! doesn’t blow up,
and we can indeed approximate it with a Fourier Series.

B. Rotation About x axis

An analogous derivation can be made for rotations about
the x axis of the Bloch sphere. Replacing (5) and (6) with

U1k = exp(!k!!y) exp(
1
2
!#k!x) exp(k!!y) (16)

U2k = exp(k!!y) exp(
1
2
!#k!x) exp(!k!!y) (17)

and following an analogous procedure leads to an approxi-
mate net propagator

U = exp(!
&

k

#k cos(k!)!x) (18)

The coefficients #k may be chosen to approximate "(!)/!,
and thus we can approximately produce a desired ! depen-
dent rotation about the x axis of the Bloch sphere. Since an
arbitrary rotation on the Bloch sphere may be decomposed in
terms of Euler angles, the methods presented can be used to
approximately synthesize any evolution on the Bloch sphere.
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and they can be calculated at each time for a given pulse.
Mopt (t) will satisfy the stationary condition of Eq. (7) when
kopt (t) = 0. For a non-optimal pulse, the gradient calculat-
ed in Eq. (7) for each time point of the two trajectories
gives the proportional adjustment to make in the pulse
phase /.

2.2. Numerical algorithm

The procedure for optimizing the cost can be incorpo-
rated in the following algorithm:

(i) Choose an initial RF sequence x!0"
e .

(ii) Evolve M forward in time from the initial state ẑ.
(iii) Evolve k backward in time from the target state x̂.
(iv) /(k+1)(t) fi /(k)(t) + !xrf Æ (kMz #Mkz).
(v) Repeat steps (ii)–(iv) until a desired convergence of U

is reached.

Since the optimization is performed over a range of
chemical-shift o!sets and variations in the peak RF cali-
bration, the gradient used in step (iv) is averaged over
the entire range. Additional details of the averaging proce-
dure and the choice of stepsize ! for incrementing the phase
in each iteration are described in [14,15].

3. Results and discussion

In our work to date, we have focused on demonstrat-
ing the capabilities of optimal control theory for NMR
pulse design, establishing the e!ectiveness of the algo-
rithms and the viability of the resulting pulses. The exci-
tation pulse is a simple example that characterizes
optimal control behavior in NMR while minimizing its
convolution with any particular application. This charac-
terization establishes a foundation for pursuing other
applications. We first assess the performance of the cali-
bration-free phase-modulated pulse derived by the new
algorithm, then consider applications to two commonly
used pulse sequences, illustrating the advantages of the
new pulse.

3.1. Pulse performance

Pulse performance, in general, depends on the pulse
duration, with pulses of su"cient length giving the optimal
control algorithm the flexibility to obtain practically ideal
results in many cases. In addition, excitation (and inver-
sion) e"ciency undergoes a steep drop in performance
below a minimum pulse length [16], which depends on
the parameters defining the optimization. Increasing pulse
length significantly above this minimum provides only
marginal improvement, so the shortest pulse that provides
acceptable performance is the goal.

Choosing 2 ms for the pulse length initially and opti-
mizing with the new algorithm provided a pulse that
transforms 99.9% of initial z magnetization to within
1.5! of the x-axis over a resonance o!set range of
50 kHz for a constant RF amplitude anywhere in the
range 10–20 kHz (results not shown). This nearly ideal
performance can be traded for shorter pulse length. Since
performance drops rapidly for shorter pulses, we find
that overdigitizing the initial waveform used in the opti-
mal control procedure gives the algorithm additional
flexibility in finding the best solution, as discussed in
Ref. [17]. Every other point of the resulting pulse is used
as the initial input for generating a new pulse, and this
procedure is continued until a minimal digitization with
acceptable performance is reached. For a 1 ms pulse
length, 320,000 random phases were input initially
($3 ns per time step). Such a large number of parameters
would be extremely di"cult, if not impossible, to opti-
mize using conventional methods. This ‘‘breeder’’ pulse
resulted in the final 625-point pulse shown in Fig. 1.

3.1.1. Comparison to existing pulses
Although adiabatic pulses accommodate a wide range of

peak power levels, the exceptional bandwidth of adiabatic
inversion for a given peak RF amplitude does not translate
to excitation. The orientation of the e!ective RF field at the
end of an adiabatic excitation pulse, which, ideally gives
the location of the magnetization, is not in the transverse
plane for non-zero chemical-shift o!set. Other existing

Fig. 1. Phase modulation of the constant amplitude 1 ms PM-BEBOP pulse. This pulse performs the point-to-point transformation Iz fi Ix over a 50 kHz
range of resonance o!sets for constant RF amplitude set anywhere in the range 10–20 kHz (see Figs. 2 and 3).
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corresponding to RF amplitudes of 10.0, 11.2, 12.6, 14.1,
15.8, 17.8, and 20.0 kHz. The results are shown in Fig. 4.
The experimental data provide an excellent match with the-
ory and represent a considerable improvement over the
maximum attainable performance of a phase-corrected
hard pulse, opening the door to practically calibration-free
excitation pulses.

3.2. 2D applications

The benefits of using PM-BEBOP in practical NMR
applications are well-illustrated by 13C–1H correlated exper-
iments, as e.g., HSQC or HMBC. An important element of
these types of experiment is the sub-sequence 90!–t1–90!
applied to the 13C spins to encode the frequencies for the first
dimension of the 2D spectrum. The linear phase roll of a
hard 90! pulse is commonly eliminated from the first spectral
dimension by subtracting a constant time (equal to 4t90/p)
from t1. Details of themechanism responsible for this ‘‘reph-
asing’’ are straightforward, but it su!ces to note merely that
one can expect approximately phase-corrected performance
from hard 90! pulses in HSQC-type sequences, at least in the
absence of RF inhomogeneity.

Two-dimensional spectra were recorded on a Bruker
Avance 500 spectrometer using a !500 mM menthol sam-
ple dissolved in CDCl3. Standard HSQC [28,29] and
HMBC experiments [30,31] were acquired with variations
in o"set, RF amplitude, and the kind of pulses applied
on 13C nuclei. The maximum RF amplitude of the Bruker
TXI probehead used corresponds to 14.3 kHz (equivalent
to a 90! pulse of 17.5 ls). To avoid maximum power for
the shaped pulses, we used slightly lower RF amplitudes
of 12 kHz for the nominal power. This scales to a 1.2 ms
PM-BEBOP pulse covering ±20 kHz bandwidth (rather
than the 15 kHz nominal amplitude of the 1 ms pulse
shown in Fig. 1, which has a bandwidth of ±25 kHz).

The total sweep width needed for covering the 13C-spectra
of menthol on a 500 MHz spectrometer is !8 kHz. We
therefore, decided to record three spectra with 0, 8, and
16 kHz o"set relative to the center of the 13C-spectral
width, leading to a coverage of o"sets corresponding to
"4–4, 4–12, and 12–20 kHz, respectively. Since spectral
width and o"sets are matched, no folding artefacts were
observed.

Based on the procedure described in [27], we also con-
structed a 2.4 ms, 180! universal rotation pulse consisting
of the original PM-BEBOP pulse appended to its phase
and time-reversed version, resulting in a pulse with an
active bandwidth identical to the pulse from which it orig-
inates. The performance of the resulting inversion/refocus-
ing pulse with respect to o"set and RF amplitude is shown
in Fig. 5 in comparison to a hard 180! pulse. To test the
robustness of the pulse sequences with respect to variation
in RF amplitude, hard and shaped pulses were set to 8, 10,
and 12 kHz RF amplitude.

For each combination of o"set and RF amplitude, three
HSQC and three HMBC experiments were acquired using

Fig. 3. The phase behavior of the optimized PM-BEBOP pulse of Fig. 1 is
plotted as a function of RF amplitude m1 and resonance o"set m0. Phase
deviations from an ideal excitation pulse are shown in 1! steps in di"erent
shades of gray (see scale to the right). For almost the entire range of o"sets
and RF amplitudes, the phase is less than 2–3!, with minor distortions in
the 6–9! range at the lowest RF (10 kHz) in the optimized range.

Fig. 4. Excitation profiles for the residual HDO signal in a sample of
99.96% D2O are displayed as a function of resonance o"set (1 kHz
increments) and RF power levels applied using the 1 ms PM-BEBOP pulse
of Fig. 1. The pulse was applied with constant amplitudes of 10 kHz
(+3 dB), 11.2 kHz (+2 dB), 12.6 kHz (+1 dB), 14.1 kHz (0 dB), 15.8 kHz
("1 dB), 17.8 kHz ("2 dB), and 20 kHz ("3 dB). The experimental
performance of the pulse is in excellent agreement with theory, producing
practically perfect excitation, Mx > 0.99M0, over ±25 kHz for RF
variability within ±33.3% (#6 dB) of the nominal value 15 kHz.
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Robust broadband excitation pulse
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